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Body temperature measurement
for healthcare workers to prevent
and control health facility infectious;

Please stay calm and quiet while measuring body
temperature. Thermometer will not show the accurate
results if you move swiftly while checking body
temperature.
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Please clean and disinfect your workplace as often as
possible, including thermometers every time patients
use them. Always keep in your mind that virus is
everywhere you touch and hold.
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Avoid measuring body temperature soon after eating
foods, taking shower, physical exercising, and drinking
alcohol. Please wait until setting your physical status
normal because these activities rise your body
temperature abnormal.
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If you use armpit thermometer to measure your body
temperature, please place the tip of the thermometer
properly in the center of the armpit.
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Infection control is important especially when some
healthcare works have fever symptoms. Please ask them
to stop working, keep isolation and encourage other
co-workers for hand-washing etc.
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Avoid close contact between healthcare workers; take a
physical distance when you communicate each other.
Communication is important but your health sounds
more important.

Different types of thermometers
Digital thermometers for axillary use
Dry your armpit and avoid the
thermometer bulb touches your
clothes. The thermometer should
be placed under your armpit,
parallel with your chest and
perpendicular to the armpit. Hold
the thermometer bulb as high as
possible and your arm sandwiches
it to remain close to your body while
measuring body temperature.

Digital thermometers for oral use
Put the clean
thermometer tip under
your tongue, close your
mouth, and hold the
thermometer gently with
your hands while
measuring temperature.

Contactless forehead thermometer

Ear thermometer

Place the thermometer up to
2-3cm away from the
forehead surface in between
the eyebrows. This new
technology does not need
direct contact to the skin.

Pull the earlobe up to the straight
direction of your ear canal. Insert
the thermometer slightly and
gently. This method is usually
very quick that you can measure
from 1 second.

We recommend people visit medical facilities
if their body temperature is above 38 degree.
Medical facilities are high-risk place to get infectious diseases.
To prevent and control infectious diseases,
the following three principles are very important.
38℃〜

1.Infection control at the gate and
entrance of the health facilities.

2.Personal Protective Equipment
(PPE) for healthcare workers

Before you enter to the health
facilities, disinfect your hands
properly by using alcohol-based
hand sanitizer.

Healthcare workers are ready to
apply face shields, masks, gowns,
and gloves whenever necessary.

3.Establish fever-specific outpatient
clinic to avoid contamination.

This helps to keep potential
infectious people away from other
sick people and to minimize the
spread of infections in the facility.
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